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Perrotin Shanghai will occupy the top floor of a historic three-storey 
brick building (27 Huqiu Road) known as “Amber Building”. Built in 
1937, it is a former warehouse used by the Central Bank of China 
during the Republican period. 

From 1886 to 1943 Huqiu Road was named “Museum Road”. It 
continues to this day to have a prominent place in Shanghai’s art 
landscape with its close proximity to the city’s major museums and 
auction houses including Rockbund Art Museum, Fosun Foundation 
and Christie’s.

This will be the 18th gallery space that its owner Emmanuel 
Perrotin has opened worldwide in 28 years.  

The 1,200 square meter (12,900 square feet) gallery space will 
include a mezzanine and several exhibition rooms. In keeping with 
the building’s modernist elegance, original 1930s elements of the 
building will be preserved including its 6-meter (20 feet) high 
wooden beam ceiling. The transformation will be conceived by 
internationally renowned architect André Fu and his design studio 
AFSO, who also designed Perrotin’s Hong Kong and Tokyo 
spaces.

Co-directing Perrotin Shanghai will be Uli Zhiheng Huang, Joye 
Zhu – both currently Directors at Perrotin Hong Kong – and Jessie 
Xie. Huang previously worked at Phillips de Pury & Co. in New 
York and was assistant to the artist Ai Weiwei, prior to joining 
Perrotin Hong Kong as Sales Executive in 2013. Zhu studied Art 
History and Art Business in Hong Kong and New York – following a 
successful career as an international fashion model – and joined 
Perrotin Hong Kong as Sales Executive in 2014. Prior to joining 
Perrotin as its Shanghai representative in 2016, Xie worked for 
galleries in New York and Shanghai including Shanghai Gallery of 
Art where she held the role of Associate Curator. 

The Shanghai gallery is Perrotin’s fourth and largest space to date 
in Asia. Perrotin’s Asia galleries are overseen by Partners Etsuko 
Nakajima and Alice Lung, who have steadily fortified and 
expanded Perrotin’s now well-established presence in the region 
since opening its first Asia gallery in Hong Kong in 2012, followed 
by Seoul in 2016 and Tokyo in 2017. 

Expanding into Shanghai will further extend Perrotin’s pursuit of 
ambitious exhibitions and projects involving an international line-up 
of artists, as well as strengthening its relationships with collectors 
and institutions in China. 

Founder Emmanuel Perrotin says, “I am very proud and excited that 
Perrotin will be the first major international gallery to establish a 
full-fledged exhibition space and gallery operation in Shanghai. We 
have a strong team of Chinese-born directors with the right blend 
of international market experience, curatorial ability and knowledge 
of Perrotin’s operations, to lead our engagement with the most 
dynamic art city in Asia today. Committing to this scale of operation 
in Shanghai enables us to build on the relationships we started in 
Hong Kong six years ago, and to consolidate and grow our global 
links among the USA, Europe and Asia.”

Perrotin is delighted to announce the launch of its new gallery in Shanghai in late 2018, 
located in the heart of Shanghai’s Bund quarter. 

Facade of 27 Huqiu Road, Shanghai (rendering)

Portrait of Emmanuel Perrotin © Karl Lagerfeld 



HISTORY
Emmanuel Perrotin founded the gallery in Paris in 1990 at the age of 21. To date, 
Perrotin has gallery spaces in Paris, Hong Kong, New York, Seoul and Tokyo — 
spanning 5,600 square meters (61,000 square feet) across three continents — 
which are managed by a global team of 110 staff including 15 directors. Perrotin 
represents 50 artists from 21 countries and the gallery organizes 35 exhibitions and 
participates in 20 art fairs worldwide each year. Over the past three decades, 
Perrotin has exhibited and supported contemporary and modern artists through 
numerous collaborative projects.

PERROTIN & ASIA 
Perrotin has been forging relationships between the European and US markets and 
Asian artists since the early 1990s. In 1993, Emmanuel Perrotin brought the works 
of Damien Hirst and Maurizio Cattelan to Nippon International Contemporary Art Fair 
in Yokohama, Japan, where he first encountered a young Takashi Murakami. The 
following year, the gallery showed Murakami’s work at Gramercy International Art 
Fair in New York, marking the first time the artist’s work was exhibited outside Japan 
and the beginning of a long-term collaboration. Several group shows and 14 solo 
shows followed over the next two and a half decades. Over the same period, 
Perrotin has collaborated with various prominent Asian artists alongside representing 
important French and international artists including Sophie Calle, Wim Delvoye, 
KAWS, Xavier Veilhan, and Jean-Michel Othoniel, who have strong links with Asia 
through exhibitions and projects in the region. The gallery actively presents the work 
of its artists in important art fairs held throughout Asia. Perrotin represents critically 
acclaimed Asian artists including Takashi Murakami, Aya Takano, Mr., Chen Fei, 
Chung Chang-Sup, Park Seo-Bo, XU ZHEN®, Izumi Kato, and Bharti Kher. The 
gallery also collaborates on projects with gimhongsok, Lee Bae, Lee Seung-Jio, 
MADSAKI, Ni Youyu and Maria Taniguchi.

ARTISTS
Iván Argote, Daniel Arsham, Hernan Bas, Sophie Calle, Maurizio Cattelan, Chen Fei, 
Chung Chang-Sup, Johan Creten, Wim Delvoye, Elmgreen & Dragset, Ericson & 
Ziegler, Erró, Lionel Estève, Jens Fänge, Bernard Frize, Gelitin, Laurent Grasso, Zach 
Harris, Hans Hartung, Thilo Heinzmann, John Henderson, Leslie Hewitt, Gregor 
Hildebrandt, JR, Jesper Just, Izumi Kato, KAWS, Bharti Kher, Klara Kristalova, Julio 
Le Parc, Heinz Mack, Farhad Moshiri, Gianni Motti, Mr., Takashi Murakami, Jean-
Michel Othoniel, Park Seo-Bo, Paul Pfeiffer, Paola Pivi, Claude Rutault, Michael 
Sailstorfer, Jesús Rafael Soto, Pierre Soulages, Aya Takano, Xavier Veilhan, Pieter 
Vermeersch, XU ZHEN®.

LOCATIONS
In Paris, Perrotin operates three gallery spaces totalling 2,300 square meters 
(25,000 square feet) in the Marais district. The flagship gallery has been located in 
an 18th-century mansion (76 Rue de Turenne) since 2005. In 2007, the gallery 
acquired a second exhibition space in the building next door (10 Impasse Saint 
Claude). In 2014, Perrotin added a third space, a 700 square meter (7,500 square 
feet) showroom located at 60 Rue de Turenne. Called "La Salle de Bal", it is a 
former ballroom in the Hôtel d’Ecquevilly, a 17th-century mansion also known as the 
Hôtel du Grand Veneur.

In May 2012, Perrotin opened its Hong Kong gallery. The 650 square meter (7,000 
square feet) space occupies the 17th floor of Agricultural Bank of China Tower (50 
Connaught Road Central) and overlooks Victoria Harbour.

In New York, from 2013 to 2016, Perrotin was housed in a historic building on the 
Upper East Side’s iconic Madison Avenue. The gallery expanded in April 2017 and 
relocated to a 2,300 square meter (25,000 square feet) space on 130 Orchard 
Street in the Lower East Side.

In 2016, a gallery in Seoul was inaugurated. The 240 square meter (2,600 square 
feet) space is housed in a building (5 Palpan-gil, Jongno-gu) shared with Christie’s. 
Perrotin Seoul includes a bookshop displaying unique editions and books published 
by the gallery, and its exhibition spaces are spread over the first and third floors. 
Located in the heart of the city’s museum and gallery district, it is in close proximity 
to the National Museum of Modern & Contemporary Art, Daelim Museum, the 
President’s residence (the "Blue House"), and Gyeongbok Palace.
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In June 2017, Perrotin opened in Tokyo. The 130 square meter (1,400 square feet) 
space is located on the ground floor of Piramide Building (6-6-9 Roppongi, Minato-
ku) in the center of the city’s vibrant cultural quarter which is well-known for the "Art 
Triangle Roppongi" comprising Mori Art Museum, Suntory Museum of Art and The 
National Art Center, Tokyo.

ART FAIRS
Perrotin participates in about 20 major international art fairs each year including Art 
Basel (Basel, Miami, Hong Kong), Frieze (London, New York), FIAC (Paris), Dallas 
Art Fair, Art Cologne, UNTITLED San Francisco, Expo Chicago, Independent (New 
York), TEFAF (New York, Maastricht), ART021 Shanghai, West Bund Art & Design 
(Shanghai), Art Fair Tokyo, and Zona Maco (Mexico).

QUICK FACTS ABOUT PERROTIN SHANGHAI
Owner/Founder: Emmanuel Perrotin
Partners: Etsuko Nakajima and Alice Lung
Directors: Uli Zhiheng Huang, Joye Zhu, Jessie Xie
Location: 3/F, 27 Huqiu Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
Opening hours: Tuesday to Saturday, 11am - 7pm 
Email: shanghai@perrotin.com
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ANDRÉ FU AND HIS DESIGN STUDIO AFSO

Loris LIN, Perrotin Shanghai
loris@perrotin.com +852 3758 2180

PRESS CONTACTS

Portrait of André Fu © AFSO

Coralie DAVID, Perrotin Paris
coralie@perrotin.com +33 1 86 95 63 51

AFSO is an internationally acclaimed design studio in Hong Kong, founded by the 
architect André Fu.

With an extensive portfolio of projects throughout Asia and Europe, the studio has 
revolutionized the concept of modern luxury with a series of projects that reflect Fu’s 
signature artistic perspective and timeless sensibility.

“The spirit of my design philosophy is about provoking new ways of thinking about 
what luxury means,” says Fu.

Fu’s projects span a diverse collection of interiors including the Upper House Hotel; 
Singapore’s Fullerton Bay Hotel; a pop-up apartment for Louis Vuitton and a super-
suites at the Berkeley Hotel. Most recently, he designed the interiors of the library 
and salon dining room at Villa La Coste, and Andaz Singapore.

Fu credits his idiosyncratic design style – a quietly thoughtful, carefully considered 
yet analytical approach marked by a highly refined aesthetic – to his cultural 
upbringing in both Europe and Asia.

André Fu holds a Masters in Architecture from Cambridge University. In 2016, he 
was named Designer of the Year for Maison & Objet Asia, and was honoured in 
Wallpaper*s list of ‘Top 20 Interior Designers’.


